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AGENDA
In this presentation we wish to summarize the various activities currently being carried out at JPL
in the areas of control development for Large Space Structures. Secondly, we also wish to highlight
some of the associated control problems.
The JPL activities are currently concentrated in 3 primary areas:
LSS MODELING
TECHNOLOGY IDEN'rlFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
AGENDA
• CONTROLDEVELOPMENTOVERVIEW
• LSS MODELINGFORCONTROLSYNTHESIS
• TECHNOLOGYIDENTIFICATIONAND DEVELOPMENT
• TECHNOLOGYAPPLICATIONAND PERFORMANCEVALUATION
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CONTROL DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
This viewgraph su_marlzes in a graphical form the interrelationships existing between the various
elements of a controls development program for LSS.
A. LSS MODELING FOR CONTROL SYNTHESIS (Upper Left)
One of the areas that has been under intense investigation is that of modeling for
controller design. This is widely recognized to be a major and, as yet, unresolved
problem in achieving control of LSS.
Bo TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT (Lower Left)
Another area of intense investigation is the identification and development of advanced
control technology which wlll be required for the control of LSS. Substantial
developments will be needed in the areas of distributed control, model order reduction/
estlmatlon_ non-collocated sensors and actuators, static and dynamic shape control, etc.
C. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION (Upper Right)
The performance afforded by current state-of-the-art control schemes as well as the
limitations for their use in LSS is being assessed by means of simulations using the
models developed under (A) areas found to be lacking feedback to '(B) to drive the
activities under TECHNOLOGY.
D. EXPERIMENTS (Lower Right)
Ultimately, the application or advanced control technology to LSS will have to be
demonstrated by suitable flight experiments, Day-to-day developments will be validated
through ground testing and laboratory experiments.
CONTROL DEVELOPMENTOVERVIEW
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
EXPERIMENTS
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SYmmETRICALLY FED WRAP-RIB ANTENNA MODELS
A model for the 100-m diameter center-fed wrap-rib antenna has been developed to conduct attitude control
and control/structure interactions analysis. The model consists of 184 nodes with 6 degrees of freedom
per node. The natural modes vibration for the model have been computed and their characteristics are
described on the table. The modeling activity is currently being extended to the offset feed configuration.
Development of the offset feed design Is required to reduce the problem of feed-support blockage.
SYMMETRICALLYFEDWRAP RIB ANTENNA MODELS
• 100meterDIAMETER
• 100meterFEEDSUPPORT
• 30 RIBS
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL MODAL MODEL
l CONTRIBUTING
MODE FREQ,Hz DESCRIPTION ERRORTYPE
1,, 2, 3 0.00 RIGID-BODY TRANSLATION STATION
IN X, Y, Z DIRECTIONS CONTROL
4, 5, 6 0.00 RIGID-BODY ROTATIONS ATTITUDE/
ABOUTX, Y, Z AXES POINTING
CONTROL
1 0.053 REFLECTOR"UMBRELLA"MODE DEFOCUSIGAIN
.x
8, 9 0.065 FEEDSUPPORTBENDING POINTING
lO, II 0.073 REFLECTORBENDING SHAPE/GAIN
12, B 0.094 REFLECTORTORSION DEFOCUS/GAIN
).4, ]5 0.096 REFLECTORBENDING SHAPE/GAIN
].6, 1.7 0.118 REFLECTORBENDING SHAPE/GAIN
1,8, 1,9 0.1,40 REFLECTORBENDING SHAPE/GAIN
_o o]50 REFLECTORTORS,ON OE_OCOS/GA,N
• 184NODESPLUSREFERENCE
• 6 degOFFREEDOMPERNODE
• 5 ELEMENTPERRIB
• GEOMETRICSTIFFNESSFORMESH
• 4 NODESFORBUSANDFEED
• TOBEEXTENDEDTOOFFSETFEEDCONFIGURATION
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MULTIPLE PAYLOAD SCIENCE APPLICATION PLATFORM (SASP) MODELS
Control technology developments are currently underway at JPL to address the attitude control of a
SASP. A single axis 9 degree of freedom model has been completed. Transfer functions for this
structural model have been found and controllability and observabillty of the 6 flexible modes has
been determined. Emphasis of the study completed to date has been on obtaining a physical understanding
of the parametric model developed and implications related to control system design.
The left half of the viewgraph illustrates a fairly sophisticated structural configuration. The models
developed to date consider only the solar panels, central bus structure, and the first two experiment
modules (a T configuration).
The right half of the vlewgraph illustrates a fairly sophisticated model for the solar panels. Such
models have been developed for the solar electric propulsion vehicle and can be applied to the SASP if
desired.
One of the most challenging aspects of the SABP is the interaction which results from several, possibly
independent, control systems on board. Future studies will investigate the interactions of the
experiment pointing control systems with the central bus control system.
MULTIPLEPAYLOAD SCIENCEAPPLICATION
PLATFORM MODELS
PLATFORM SOLAR PANEL
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FINITE ELEMENT MODEL _ .,,,',.
• SINGLEAXIS MODELCOMPLETED • 92 NODES
• BEINGEXPANDEDTOINCLUDEALL • 30 MODESRETAINED
AXESANDFLEXIBLEEFFECTS
• HINGECONNECTEDRIGID BODIES
• ENABLESANALYTICALCONTROL/ • HYBRIDCOORDINATESIMULATION
STRUCTUREINTERACTIONSTUDIES
• TOBEINTEGRATEDWITH PLATFORM
MODEL
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SOLAR POWER SATELLITE MODELS
The SPS is the largest space system conceived to date that appears feasible with reasonable extensions of
existing control technology. It represents a class of large platform-like structures that are several
orders of magnitude larger than any of the other large space systems planned to date. The SPS has in
common with all large space systems many control problems that are widely recognized within the.controls
community. The greatest need at the present time is to investigate the dynamics and control problems to
assess performance of selected control concepts, and to identify and initiate development of advanced
control technology that would enhance feasibility and performance of the SPS system.
One of the areas that has been under intense investigation is of modeling for controller design. This is
widely recognized to be a major and as yet an unresolved problem in achieving precise control of large
space systems. This problem arises because, to satisfy performance requirements, the control system must
have the means for predicting very accurately the vehicle dynamic response. Yet, a precise large structure
model is difficult to obtain because of the infinite degrees-of-freedom, nonlinearities, parameter uncer-
tainty, difficulties in pre-fltght dynamics testing, etc. This implies that the model in the control
system design is at best a truncated approximation of the actual vehicle dynamics. A systematic selection
of this approximate model is required.
Four distinct approaches have been developed in order to systematically select the controller design model.
The models consist of a hinge-connected multibody model to conduct attitude dynamics and control studies,
a continuum model to perform parametric studies of control/structure interaction dynamics, a complete
flexible multibody model for performance prediction based on a comprehensive description of the vehicle
dynaudcs, and a finite element model for the MPTS antenna for the study of structure deformation and pre-
diction of scan losses due to local slope variations. Dynamic studies and parametric analysls using these
models have revealed significant properties and provided insight to the dynamic behavior of the system. Our
current emphasis is to apply these results to investigate the control problems.
SOLARPOWERSATELLITEMODELS
MULTIBODY MODEL MPTS ANTENNA MODEL
RIGID RIGID
!
x
• 2 HINGE-CONNECTEDBODIES
• INITIAL CONCEPTDEVELOPMENT
CONTINUUM MODEL
• FINITEELEMENTS
• 167NODES
,,, • 20MODES RETAINED
/,,_<_P_ ," ,_ FLEXIBLEMULTIBODY MODEL
_f,'-_ ,'_" L_ 'IG i ,_--AC'_ .45
,, ,,. x,
• 1 FLEXIBLEBODYWITH • 3 HINGE-CONNECTEDBODIES
ATTACHMENTS • COMPLETEDYNAMIC/CONTROL
• PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS VERIFICATION
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CONTROLS FOR LSS-TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT
As a result of the modeling activities for specific systems described in previous viewgraphsj a number of
crltlcal technology areas have been identified requiring further development. Current emphasis is in
the areas of: 1) distributed control to achieve precise attitude and shape of large parabolic relfectors_
2) model order reduction required to find the best pre-fllght dynamical models for controller deslgn_
3) solutlon of the stability problems due to sensor and actuator noncolocatlont 4) model error estimation
for on-board detection and estimation of inevitable model errors such as parameter uncertainties, non-
llnearltles, etc., 5) static and dynamic shape control necessary to remove structural biases due to thermal
distortion, manufacturing tolerances, etc.
Future work will include: 1) development of adaptive estimation techniques required for on-hoard configura-
tion of modeling deficiencles_ 2) definition of sensing and actuation concepts for mechanization of dis-
trlbuted control in a representative appllcatlon_ and 3) laboratory demonstration of advanced concepts in
a flexlble-beam faclllty described in subsequent vlewgraphs.
Space limitations preclude a detailed discussion of all of the foregoing areas. Emphasis will be focused in
particular on unique approahces to the problem of shape control currently under investigation.
TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
• CURRENTEMPHASIS
• DISTRIBUTEDCONTROL
• MODELORDERREDUCTION
• NON-COLOCATEDSENSORSAND ACTUATORS
• MODELERRORESTIMATION
• STATICAND DYNAMICSHAPECONTROL
• FUTUREWORK
• ADAPTIVEESTIMATIONTECHNIQUES
• SENSINGAND ACTUATINGCONCEPTSFOR DISTRIBUTEDCONTROL
• LABORATORYDEMONSTRATIONOFADVANCEDCONTROLCONCEPTS
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STATIC SHAPE CONTROL
Lightweight flexible space structures are being designed which will exhibit dynamic shape variations
greater than those of any previous spacecraft. The technology for providing the shape control
necessary for adequate performance of these structures remains to be developed.
At JPL an approach using the Green's function, or influence coefficient, is being developed for repre-
sentative system models. Shape control can be achieved by actuators placed at point locations along
the structure. A system model consisting of a partial differential equation representing the change
in shape, the right slde of which represents a sum of forces fi applied at the positions xlp is
displayed on the vlewgraph,
The Green's function represents the response of the structure to a force of magnitude 1 at one point.
Thus the total response (shape) of the structure Is merely the sum of the Green's functions multlplled
by the forces at each point. The vlewgraph displays the visual interpretation of thls fact for two
forces,
As an example of this approach, suppose we wish to achieve some desired, say, parabolic shape U(x) by
means of two forces applied as shown in the figure. The objective Is to find the magnitude of the forces
fl and f2 which result in the best approximation to U(x) In the mean square sense, The solution to this
problem is easily obtained by replacing the shape by its expression In terms of the unknown forces
and the Green's functions. Standard minimization techniques can then be applied to obtain the optimum
forces,
STATICSHAPECONTROL
SIMPLY GREEN'S ERRORAND EFFORT
SUPPORTEDBEAM FUNCTIONS MINIMIZATION
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SHAPE CONTROL - GREEN'S FUNCTION APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
While Greents function techniques apply to linear system models, non-llnear models may be accommodated
by solving successive iterations using linearized models.
In addition to the ease with which the Green's function handles a combination of continuous and discrete
(pointwise) functions, and enables constrained optimization problems to be solved, the theory provides
readily computed approximate solutions to any desired accuracy through the use of elgenfunction (modal)
expansions. The approach possesses nearly limitless practical and theoretical advantages.
GREEN'S FUNCTION
APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
• INFLUENCECOEFFICIENTSFORARBITRARYACTUATORPLACEMENT
CANBEDETERMINED
• BASEDONLINEARMODELAPPROXIMATION(SMALLDISPLACEMENTS)
• NON-LINEARANGEACCOMODATEDTHROUGHITERATION
• PROVIDESTECHNIQUETOEVALUATEEFFECTIVENESSOFSURFACE
ACTUATIONSCHEMES
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PERFORMANCEEVALUATION
The performance of advanced control concepts as well as conventional state-of-the-art controllers is
being assessed by means of computer simulation using the structural models described earlier. This
work is being carried out In three primary areas:
i00 Meter Wrap Rlb Antenna
Multlple Payload Science Application Payload
Solar Power Satellite
In addition, the need for actual laboratory verification of advanced control concepts has been identified
and an experimental facillty has been built for that purpose. The facility will permit verification
of advanced control technology in the areas of vibration suppression, shape control, distributed control,
adaptive control, non-collocated sensors and actuators, etc.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
_...> • 100MTRWRAP RIB ANTENNA
• SYMMETRICALLYFED
• OFFSETFED
• MULTIPLEPAYLOADSCIENCEAPPLICATIONPLATFORM
• SOLARPOWERSATELLITE
_ • FLEXIBLEBEAMSHAPECONTROLABORATORYEXPERIMENT
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PERI_RNANCE EVALUATION - SYMMETRICALLY FED WRAP-RIB ANTENNA
A substantial portion of the control technology developments currently underway at JPL pertains to
the attitude control of a lO0-mwrap-rib antenna. Past efforts have addressed the sywetrlcally.fed
antenna configuration and have resulted in the definition of 3 controller designs, the development of
computer programs for simulation of the combined control/structure dynamlcs_ and the 8eneratlon of
surface performance estimates for the attitude control design.
Recent efforts are being focused on the offset-fed antenna configuration discussed later.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
, SYMMETRICALLYFEDWRAPRIBANTENNA
• ALTERNATELUMPEDCONTROLLERSDEFINED
• PROPORTIONAL+ DERIVATIVE
• PROPORTIONAL+ DERIVATIVE+ INTEGERAL
• OPTIMALCONTROLDESIGN-MULTIPLECRITERIA
• LARGESCALECONTROL/STRUCTUREDYNAMICSIMULATION
* DISCRETETIME-MODALCOORDINATES
, 14VIBRATIONALMODESPLUSRIGIDBODYRESPONSE
* 3 DIMENSIONALDYNAMICDISPLAY
" POINTINGANDSURFACEDISTORTIONCOMPUTATION
• COMPUTATIONOFRFPARAMETERSBEINGINCORPORATED
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SYI_4ETRICALLY FED lO0-M ANTENNA
The performance of various attitude control designs has been investigated by means of computer simulations.
The vlewgraph shows a summary of this investlgatlon. The quantity plotted on the vertical scale is propor-
tional to the potentlal energy in the system and provides therefore a global_ composite indlcat'ion of the
vehlcle dynamic response, An inltial excitation results in a lightly damped oscillatory open-loop response.
Damping of 0.SZ has been assumed for the simulation. The chart also displays the performance of three
distinct types of controllers: (1) a "slow" controller with a low bandwidth, (2) an intermediate bandwidth
aystem_ and (3) a hlgh-bandwldth or "fast" controller. It is of interest to note that the intermediate
controller appears to perform better than both the fast and slow controllers. This result violates the
intuitive notion that "slow" controllers are better because they provide for frequency separation between
the controller bandwidth and the first natural frequency of the structure. Such results are to be expected
because of the large number of modes and the highly interactive characteristics of the structure. Large
structures do not always obey "rules of thumb" used in previous attitude control designs.
More important than the sample results displayed on the vlewgraph is the development of the simulation capa-
bility itself. This simulation is currently being applied to determine the dynamic and control response
of the offset-feed configuration.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SIMULATION RESULTS
100M ANTENNAPROPORTIONAL+ DERIVATIVE_-INTEGRALCONTROLLER
LOOPAdo.8-_ A ,__-,,........... ........
in ,_1k CONTROLLER...... I / I..........-_
z u.uT--[---v---_._--- A L LOWBANDWIDTHCONTROLLER
......
a I '_HIGH BANDWIDTHCONTROLLER I r \,t_J' _ k,,iV
o.o! , 1 . 1 . .x
O.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 I00.0 125.0
TIME (sec)
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PERFORMANCEEVALUATION - OFFSET FED WRAP-RIB ANTENNA
A substantial portion of the control technology developments currently under way at JPL address the attlt1_de
control of a 100-m wrap-rib antenna configuration. The effort has resulted in the definition of prelimlnmry
attitude control designs, development of computer programs for simulation of the combined control/structure
dynamics, and the generation of surface performance estimates for the attitude control design. Recent
emphasis has been placed on an offset feed structure, although a center-fed antenna has also been studied
in the past. Potential coupling between dish and feed mast modes makes the offset feed configuration a more
challenBing vehicle for control system design.
The vlewgraph illustrates a total vehicle mode of the combined feed and dish components of the structure.
In this mode, bending of the vertical upper mast couples with a combined bendlng/tenslon mode of the lower_
mast which in turn results in dish distortions. Such coupling means that the attitude control designs must
account for the combined effects of overall vehicle attitude, motion of the feed with respect to the dish,
and distortions of the surface shape. Additional complications arise in the offset design because of the
uncertainties in the mass center location and cross products of inertia due to the lack of symmetry in the
configuration.
No control technology currently exists that would guarantee successful control and infllght performance of
such highly interactive systems. Substantial developments are required in the areas of distributed control,
precision pointing, shape and feed location control in order to reduce the risk of attempting to fly these
systems without the required control technology developments.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OFFSET FED WRAP RIB ANTENNA
UPPERMAST
BENDING_ ANTENNATORSIONAL
! MODE COUPLING
( i TOFEEDMAST
LOWERMAST
WINDUP • FEWANTENNAMODESCOUPLE
WITHSYMMETRICALFEEDMAST
• MANYANTENNAMODESHAVE
POTENTIALFORCOUPLINGTO
OFFSETFEEDMAST
TORSIONALMODE • DISTRIBUTEDCONTROLWILL
MOTION BEREQUIREDFOR:
• POINTING
• SHAPEANDFEED
LOCATIONCONTROL
LOWERMAST
• Vl BRATIONSUPPRESSIONBENDING
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - LABORATORY VERIFICATION
Large structures are infinite-dimensional systems that cannot be characterized fully by any model.
Consequently, the controller design models will suffer from inevitable deficiencies due to truncated modes,
parameter uncertainties, neglected nonlinearities and external disturbances. Such inevitable model errors
will result in degraded performance and even overall unstable system behavior. The problem is not insoluble
as approaches are currently under development that would guarantee satisfactory performance even in the
presence of the modeling errors. However, substantial control technology developments must be carried out
in the areas of distributed control, adaptive systems, and model order reduction in order to guarantee
satisfactory overall system performance. Ultimately, the application of such control technology to LSS
will have to be demonstrated by suitable flight experiments. However, the day-to-day developments will
have to be validated through ground testing and laboratory experiments.
This vlewgraph shows a photograph of one such laboratory experimental facility developed at JPL. The
experiment consists of a hanging plnned-free 12-1/2 foot long stainless steel beam (6" wide, 1/32" thick).
This configuration results in modal frequencies of 0.30, 0.74, 1.32, 2.00, 3.22, 5.72... hertz, and easily
observed mode shapes. Four non-contacting eddy current position sensors and three brushless d.c. motor
force actuators may be mounted at any station along the length of the beam. A microprocessor controller
implements the estimation and control algorithms by sampling the sensors, updating the state estimates,
and outputting the control command. The sample rate for a six state controller is twenty hertz.
PERFORMANCEEVALUATION
• VIBRATIONSUPPRESSION
• STATICSHAPECONTROL
• DISTRIBUTEDCONTROL
• ADAPTIVECONTROL
• NONCOLOCATEDS_SORS
ANDACTUATORS
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - BEAM EXPERIMENT
A major and as yet unsolved problem that will occur in the offset feed system is that of modeling for
controller design. In order to achieve precise attitude and vibration control, the control system must
have the means for predicting very accurately the vehicle dynamic response. For instance, a sufficiently
precise model must be available to predict the feed-mast/dish interactions described earlier in order
for the control system to reduce the resulting degradations in vehicle performance. However, paradoxically,
such models are currently nonexistent for the offset-feed system and, in fact, wlll not become available
in-flight until dynamical testing is carried out.
The viewgraph shows a concise statement Of the modeling problem that is co,non to all large space systems
including the offset-feed antenna. The vtewgraph displays the response of a 12-1/2 foot flexible-beam
experimental facility developed at JPL to verify control technology developments. The chart on the left
corresponds to the response of the structure under an initial excitation. The response is governed primar_ly
by a total of four natural modes of vibration. To illustrate the problems due to model truncation the
control system design was based on the first three system modes without the inclusion of the fourth
vibrational mode. The performance of the system is illustrated In the center of the vlewgraph. The system
very quickly reduces the inltlal excitation. However, as a result of the mode that was left out of the
controller design , the system exhibits a residual oscillation that persisted throughout the duration of
the experiment. The chart on the right of the vlewgraph shows an even more unstable behavior due to an
increase in the control system gain. The message left by thls experiment is that degraded performance
(as shown on the second chart) and even instabilities (as shown in the third chart) can and indeed do
arise as a result of inaccuracies in the control system dynamical models.
While the hardware verification experiment has been performed on a flexlble-beam model and not on the
antenna system, the results are generically appllcable to both cases. A precise dynamical model for the
antenna system wlll not be available as a result of anypre-fllght analysls.
PERFORMANCEEVALUATION
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CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
A summary has been presented of the various activities being carried out at 3PL in the area of control
development for Large Space Structures. From the foregoing, the following conclusions/observatlons can
be made.
• No control technology currently exists that guarantees successful control and
In-fllght performance of highly interactive, flexlble, large structures• A
vigorous development effort in control technology is essential in order to reduce the
high risk factor if we were to fly such systems without the necessary control
technology development.
• New technologies should be validated, as far as possible, with ground testing/experiments
design to mlnim/ze the effects of the ground environment. Larger structures not
amenable to ground testing will require flight testing to characterize their dynamics
and control/dynam/c interactions. Such testing wlll be essential until control
technology is sufficiently advanced to provide controllers which are insensitive or
adaptive to dynamic tmcertainties.
• The challenges of large structures bridge across traditional dlvlsislon by disciplines such
as Controls, Mechanisms, Propulsion, Structures, Temperature Control, etc. The challen_es
are such that only an integrated design approach encompassing all these disciplines
will enable future Large Space Systems.
CONCLUSIONS/OBSERVATIONS
• LSSINTRODUCENEWCLASSESOFCONTROLTECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTSAND
AVIGOROUSDEVELOPMENTEFFORTIS ESSENTIAL
• NEWTECHNIQUESSHOULDBEVALIDATEDWITHLABORATORYEXPERIMENTSDESIGNED
TOMINIMIZE THEEFFECTSOFTHEGROUNDENVIRONMENT
• LSSWILLHAVESIGNIFICANTDYNAMICUNCERTAINTYDUETOMODELINGERRORSAND
THEUNTESTIBILITYOFTHESESYSTEMSIN THEGROUNDENVIRONMENT
• FLIGHT ESTSWILLBEREQUIREDTOADEQUATELYCHARACTERIZETHEDYNAMICS
UNTILCONTROLTECHNOLOGYPROVIDESCONTROLLERSIN ENSITIVEORADAPTIVE
TODYNAMICUNCERTAINTIES
• ONLYAN INTEGRATEDCONTROL/STRUCTURE/MISSIONDESIGNAPPROACHWILLENABLE
FUTURELARGESPACESYSTEMS
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